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< >Tue 23rd

9:00am

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of yoga that

can be particularly beneficial for dancers.

It focuses on activating and harnessing the

dormant energy at the base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini energy." This energy is

believed to be a source of vitality, creativity, and

spiritual awareness. It promotes physical fitness,

mental well-being, and a deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

10:00am

Open Level Ballet

Dance Matters NYC

Affordable Class Series at Dance Matters NYC

Class prices starting at $13/class, with packages

available! Open Level Ballet - Tuesdays at 10am /

Thursdays at 11:30am Whether you are a former

dancer looking to move again, or a professional in

the industry, Open Level Ballet offers a nurturing

and creative environment - all while challenging

students. Dancers can modify the given class

exercises if…

 

11:00am

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of yoga that

can be particularly beneficial for dancers.

It focuses on activating and harnessing the

dormant energy at the base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini energy." This energy is

believed to be a source of vitality, creativity, and

spiritual awareness. It promotes physical fitness,

mental well-being, and a deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

4:00pm

Contemporary Floorwork Class by sarAika

movement collective

sarAika movement collective

sarAika weekly classes In this class,

sarAika will share their discoveries and analysis of

the use of the body through a warm-up that

focuses on increasing the space of the joints while

stretching. Followed by exercises that contain floor

work foundation & guided choreography which

leads to fluid and dynamic movements. sarAika in

this class aims to introduce diverse ways to use the

body in space and…

 

4:10pm

New York Dance & Choreographic Course

United Dance

Dates: April 22-27, 2024

Location: New York City Center, Stage

Door, 130 West 56th Street, New York, NY 10019

Age: Open to those aged 10 and up Fee: $210 for

a 6-day course with 1-hour classes per day, or

$260 for a 6-day course with 1 hour and 40-

minute classes per day Please find more

information at our

website: http://www.uniteddance.org/courses/new-

york-city%2C-usa

 

5:30pm

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of yoga that

can be particularly beneficial for dancers.

It focuses on activating and harnessing the

dormant energy at the base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini energy." This energy is

 

6:00pm

Kathak (Indian Classical Dance) Classes in

NYC

Wed 24th

9:00am

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of yoga that

can be particularly beneficial for dancers.

It focuses on activating and harnessing the

dormant energy at the base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini energy." This energy is

believed to be a source of vitality, creativity, and

spiritual awareness. It promotes physical fitness,

mental well-being, and a deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

11:00am

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of yoga that

can be particularly beneficial for dancers.

It focuses on activating and harnessing the

dormant energy at the base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini energy." This energy is

believed to be a source of vitality, creativity, and

spiritual awareness. It promotes physical fitness,

mental well-being, and a deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

2:00pm

Celebrate Performance Mediums: Theatre,

Music, and Movement

Ballet Hispánico

Ballet Hispánico, the nation’s largest

Latine/x/Hispanic cultural organization and one of

America’s Cultural Treasures, is thrilled to be a

part of the Children’s Museum of Manhattan

(CMOM)’s new program Celebrate Performance

Mediums: Theatre, Music, and Movement running

from April 21-28, 2024 at the Children’s Museum,

212 W. 83rd Street, NYC. Ballet Hispánico: Baila

Conmigo/Dance…

 

2:00pm

8-week repertory workshop (Isadora

Duncan)

Dances We Dance

Seeking dancers interested in studying

the art and technique of ISADORA DUNCAN. This

8-week, 3hr/week workshop is for dancers curious

about discovering and/or re-visiting the technique

of Isadora Duncan, in conjunction with learning a

masterful repertory piece. Workshop dates:

Wednesdays April 24-June 12, 2024. Working

from breath and the solar plexus as our initiatory

center, this class is designed…

 

4:10pm

New York Dance & Choreographic Course

United Dance

Dates: April 22-27, 2024

Location: New York City Center, Stage

Door, 130 West 56th Street, New York, NY 10019

Age: Open to those aged 10 and up Fee: $210 for

a 6-day course with 1-hour classes per day, or

$260 for a 6-day course with 1 hour and 40-

minute classes per day Please find more

information at our

website: http://www.uniteddance.org/courses/new-

york-city%2C-usa

 

5:30pm

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of yoga that

can be particularly beneficial for dancers.

It focuses on activating and harnessing the

dormant energy at the base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini energy." This energy is

 

6:00pm

Line dance classes int/adv

Orisha Wholeness

Thu 25th

9:00am

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of yoga that

can be particularly beneficial for dancers.

It focuses on activating and harnessing the

dormant energy at the base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini energy." This energy is

believed to be a source of vitality, creativity, and

spiritual awareness. It promotes physical fitness,

mental well-being, and a deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

11:00am

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of yoga that

can be particularly beneficial for dancers.

It focuses on activating and harnessing the

dormant energy at the base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini energy." This energy is

believed to be a source of vitality, creativity, and

spiritual awareness. It promotes physical fitness,

mental well-being, and a deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

11:30am

Open Level Ballet

Dance Matters NYC

Affordable Class Series at Dance Matters NYC

Class prices starting at $13/class, with packages

available! Open Level Ballet - Tuesdays at 10am /

Thursdays at 11:30am Whether you are a former

dancer looking to move again, or a professional in

the industry, Open Level Ballet offers a nurturing

and creative environment - all while challenging

students. Dancers can modify the given class

exercises if…

 

2:10pm

New York Dance & Choreographic Course

United Dance

Dates: April 22-27, 2024

Location: New York City Center, Stage

Door, 130 West 56th Street, New York, NY 10019

Age: Open to those aged 10 and up Fee: $210 for

a 6-day course with 1-hour classes per day, or

$260 for a 6-day course with 1 hour and 40-

minute classes per day Please find more

information at our

website: http://www.uniteddance.org/courses/new-

york-city%2C-usa

 

5:30pm

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of yoga that

can be particularly beneficial for dancers.

It focuses on activating and harnessing the

dormant energy at the base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini energy." This energy is

believed to be a source of vitality, creativity, and

spiritual awareness. It promotes physical fitness,

mental well-being, and a deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

6:00pm

Secrets of Self-Publishing

The Field

You’ve got a great idea for a book, but

you don’t have a publisher. Choosing to

publish your own work is a viable and powerful

alternative to the traditional approach. Should you

do it yourself or pay a company to do it? In this

 

6:00pm

Line dance classes

Orisha Wholeness
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NYC

Archana Arts

ARCHANA ARTS & CONSULATE

GENERAL OF INDIA PRESENT: NYC KATHAK

CLASSES

 

6:30pm

Adult Open Classes

Dance Theatre of Harlem

Tuesdays Through May 14, 2024 Dance

Theatre of Harlem Adult Open Classes

with Darryl Quinton Ballet Basics, 6:30pm –

7:30pm  Explore the fundamentals of ballet in a

fun, laid-back environment. Appropriate for

beginners and those who’ve been away from ballet

for a while. The class focuses on correct

alignment, increasing flexibility and range of

motion, developing strength, articulation and…

 

6:30pm

Afro'Dance Beginners

Harlem School of Arts

Dance with ANGEL KABA. International

Creative & Artistic Director, has been

collaborating with artists such as Coolio, Orishas,

Kaye Styles, Rihanna, Kayne West, Taye Diggs and

others. Further notable experiences involved

stage/television/commercial performances and

dancing for world renowned brands like Coca Cola,

Levi's, Fructis by Garnier, Nutella, Universal,

RocNation, MTV, NBC, and SNAPCHAT. Dance…

 

7:00pm

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of yoga that

can be particularly beneficial for dancers.

It focuses on activating and harnessing the

dormant energy at the base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini energy." This energy is

believed to be a source of vitality, creativity, and

spiritual awareness. It promotes physical fitness,

mental well-being, and a deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

7:30pm

Absolute Beginners Workshop

Flamenco NYC

Absolute Beginners is the ideal workshop

to start dancing flamenco. We will cover

and practice all basic aspects for students without

prior flamenco dance experience. Classes will

focus on strong footwork, upper body coordination,

understanding flamenco music and compás,

proper posture and breathing. We will begin to

develop the muscle strength and dance skills

necessary for flamenco dance as we learn…

 

8:00pm

Crossroads curated series

Pioneers Go East Collective

Crossroads curated by Pioneers Go East

Collective at Judson Church April 23 &

24, 2024 Radical Queer dance in partnership with

Judson Arts Wednesdays A Radical Queer Art

series championing the voices of LGBTQ and

Feminist artists for a lively exchange of art and

culture. Curated by Gian Marco Riccardo Lo Forte

and Philip Treviño Tuesday, April 23, 8pm Angie

Pittman  Orlando Hernández with Leonardo…

 

Orisha Wholeness

This class is an intermediate/advanced

class with some beginner flavors for

those who have been line dancing for a while

and/or for those who want to challenge

themselves.   Come out and learn some of the

latest line dances and challenge yourself. This

class is FREE  and open to all

 

6:30pm

Ballet Hispánico Celebrates Eduardo

Vilaro’s 15th Season with Annual New York

Season at New York City Center

Ballet Hispánico

Ballet Hispánico, the nation’s largest

Latine/x/Hispanic dance organization recognized

as one of America’s Cultural Treasures, continues

their 2023/24 season.  A Company that “compels

audiences to think differently and lean into an

unseen, unimaginable cultural vibrancy” (Broadway

World), Ballet Hispánico amplifies Latinx artists

and cultures through innovative contemporary

works.   In…

 

7:00pm

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of yoga that

can be particularly beneficial for dancers.

It focuses on activating and harnessing the

dormant energy at the base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini energy." This energy is

believed to be a source of vitality, creativity, and

spiritual awareness. It promotes physical fitness,

mental well-being, and a deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

7:30pm

Absolute Beginners Workshop

Flamenco NYC

Absolute Beginners is the ideal workshop

to start dancing flamenco. We will cover

and practice all basic aspects for students without

prior flamenco dance experience. Classes will

focus on strong footwork, upper body coordination,

understanding flamenco music and compás,

proper posture and breathing. We will begin to

develop the muscle strength and dance skills

necessary for flamenco dance as we learn…

 

7:30pm

NEW Beginner Contemporary Class for $14

New York Theatre Ballet

Class Description  Beginner

Contemporary Class with expressive,

dynamic movement material to build strength,

balance, stamina, focus, and work on technique,

movement skills, concentration, and self-

awareness. With a strong emphasis on movement

from the core, connecting physicality and

emotionality, allowing dancers to explore and own

their individual voice, take chances, and dance to

their fullest.  About…

 

7:30pm

Afro'Dance Open Level

Broadway Dance Center

Dance with ANGEL KABA. International

Creative & Artistic Director, has been

collaborating with artists such as Coolio, Orishas,

Kaye Styles, Rihanna, Kayne West, Taye Diggs and

others. Further notable experiences involved

stage/television/commercial performances and

dancing for world renowned brands like Coca Cola,

Levi's, Fructis by Garnier, Nutella, Universal,

RocNation, MTV, NBC, and SNAPCHAT. Dance…

 

8:00pm

Crossroads curated series

Pioneers Go East Collective

Crossroads curated by Pioneers Go East

Collective at Judson Church April 23 &

24, 2024 Radical Queer dance in partnership with

Judson Arts Wednesdays A Radical Queer Art

series championing the voices of LGBTQ and

Feminist artists for a lively exchange of art and

culture. Curated by Gian Marco Riccardo Lo Forte

and Philip Treviño Tuesday, April 23, 8pm Angie

Pittman  Orlando Hernández with Leonardo…

 

Orisha Wholeness

If you have never line danced before or

just started line dancing, this class is for

you.  Some of the latest beginner soul line dances

will be broken down to allow anyone a chance to

perform the choreography. Line dancing is not just

the wobble and the cupid shuffle. There are

thousands of choreographed line dances outthere.

This is a chance to learn a few. Come on down.

This class is FREE and open…

 

6:30pm

Ballet Hispánico announces The

Quinceañera Gala

Ballet Hispánico

Ballet Hispánico announces The

Quinceañera Gala, honoring Oscar Munoz, Former

CEO & Chairman, United Airlines, with the Nuestra

Inspiración Award—presented by Marcos Torres,

Senior Managing Director at RBC Capital

Markets and Ballet Hispánico Board Member,

and Eduardo Vilaro’s 15th season as Artistic

Director of Ballet Hispánico, with remarks

by Darren Walker, President of the Ford…

 

7:00pm

Heels Dance Class

Jamie Solomon

Join me for an open-level class that

welcomes all bodies and levels of

experience. Whether you're a seasoned dancer or

stepping onto the floor for the first time, you'll find

a supportive community ready to embrace you.

Heels are optional as we focus on feeling

confident, empowered, and embracing our unique

selves through dance. Come as you are and let's

move together! Thursday (4/25) 7:00 - 8:30…

 

7:00pm

Immersive Makers Workshop Series

Third Rail Projects

Immersive Makers Workshop Series

with Tom Pearson Spring Series – April 11

through May 30, 2024 Thursdays from 7:00PM*

to 9:30PM Eastern Time (2.5 hrs each) 

all 8 Sessions Drop ins and subsidized sign ups

available in late March/early April. Third Rail

Projects Gift Cards accepted. 

Pearson, co-founder/director of Third Rail Projects

and director of the Global Performance…

 

7:00pm

Baryshnikov Arts Announces 2024 Spring

Performances

Baryshnikov Arts 

Baryshnikov Arts today announced its

2024 Spring Season, which includes newly

commissioned projects including film, dance,

music, visual art, opera, and puppetry. The new

season builds on the organization’s rich history as

a multi-disciplinary, multi-platform haven for

artistic freedom, and will take place at the Jerome

Robbins Theater at Baryshnikov Arts, 450 W 37th

St, NYC. Pre-sale starts Wednesday,…

 

7:00pm

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of yoga that

can be particularly beneficial for dancers.

It focuses on activating and harnessing the

dormant energy at the base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini energy." This energy is

believed to be a source of vitality, creativity, and

spiritual awareness. It promotes physical fitness,

mental well-being, and a deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

7:30pm

UnFiNiShEd aNiMaL

MX OOPS [NONFATAL_ERROR]

New York Live Arts’ (Live Arts) Live Feed

creative residency and commissioning program

presents the World Premiere of MX Oops

[NONFATAL_ERROR]’s UnFiNiShEd aNiMaL. The

party and multimedia performance uses the

vibrant aesthetics of queer nightlife culture to

reveal how cognitive bias connects us all. The Live

Arts theater will be transformed into a club,

immersing the audience in an audio-visual-dance,

…

 

7:30pm

Ballet Hispánico Celebrates Eduardo

Vilaro’s 15th Season with Annual New York

Season at New York City Center

Ballet Hispánico

Ballet Hispánico, the nation’s largest

Latine/x/Hispanic dance organization recognized

as one of America’s Cultural Treasures, continues

their 2023/24 season.  A Company that “compels

audiences to think differently and lean into an

unseen, unimaginable cultural vibrancy” (Broadway

World), Ballet Hispánico amplifies Latinx artists

and cultures through innovative contemporary

works.   In…

 

7:30pm

Hip Hop BASIC

Broadway Dance Center

Dance with ANGEL KABA. International

Creative & Artistic Director, has been

collaborating with artists such as Coolio, Orishas,

Kaye Styles, Rihanna, Kayne West, Taye Diggs and

others. Further notable experiences involved

stage/television/commercial performances and

dancing for world renowned brands like Coca Cola,

Levi's, Fructis by Garnier, Nutella, Universal,

RocNation, MTV, NBC, and SNAPCHAT. 
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